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Introduction 

 

 The principal strategy of the Landless Movement of Santa Cruz starts with 

the premise that definition and implementation of alternative rural development 

requires respect for and guarantees of economic, social and cultural human rights 

and integral and participatory agrarian reform. 

 

 The purpose of this document is to support its concluding series of 

proposals.  It is divided into three sections: first, a discussion of the historical 

background of the struggle for land, explaining why there are landless campesinos 

in Bolivia
3
; second, an analysis of the Landless Movement’s human rights issues; 

and, third, a description of our goals and our proposals for integral and 

participatory agrarian reform. 

 

 It is important to understand that Bolivia is currently experiencing an 

unprecedented period.   For the first time in our country’s history, a popular leader 

representing the interests of the traditionally marginalized segments of our society 

has been elected president; overwhelmingly.  Consequently, current expectations 

                                                 
1 Movimiento Sin Tierra (MST). 

 

2 Translator’s Note:  This interview was translated from transcripts by Guillermo Calvo 

Mahé, BA, JD, LL.M. GCTS, currently a member of the Facultad de EstudiosSociales y 

Empresariales: Departamento de CienciasPolíticas y Jurídicas of the Universidad 

Autónoma de Manizales in the Republic of Colombia for the Center for Latin American 

Studies at the University of Florida, Translation Studies Certificate Program.  Bracketed “[ 

]” materials in the text or within footnotes reflect materials added by the translator, as, of 

course, do footnotes designated as “Translator’s Note”. 

 

3 Translator’s Note:  Campesino means “simple farmer” in Spanish. While English has a 

possible equivalent, peasant, the word has negative connotations absent in Spanish.  The 

absence of a clear equivalent term in English has been explained through the observation 

that many people referred to as campesinos still survive from subsistence farming in Latin 

America, whereas subsistence farming virtually died out in the white anglophone world at 

least a century ago. Hence, it is becoming customary in English to refer to subsistent 

farmers in Central or South America as campesinos, although the term peasant is also used.  

See, www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Campesino. 
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among the public sector are very high.  We are developing strategies for a 

democratic, participatory and pluralistic Bolivia with great faith in our new 

government.  It is in this context that we present our proposed initiatives. 

 

 

1. Why are there landless campesinos in Bolivia? 

 

 The history of human rights among the indigenous and campesino 

population in the Bolivian lowlands
4
 is coincident with Bolivia’s traditional 

property structure, derived from the hereditary feudal structure of Spanish 

colonies.  Therefore, it is necessary to frame the issue of landless campesinos in 

Bolivia within the relationships that exist between the structure of land tenancy 

and the accumulation of economic power, the association between social and 

cultural relations, and the control over the apparatus of state held by those groups 

that have traditionally horded political and economic power. 

 

 Based on then prevailing views concerning economic development, the 

Agrarian Reform Law of 1953 had three principle goals:  redistribution of lands 

comprising latifundios (very large landholdings
5
)on the principle that “land 

belongs to those who work it”; elimination of forced servitude in order to free up 

manpower for industrial labor markets in the expectation that it would lead to 

                                                 
4 The macro-region denominated as lowlands in Bolivia comprises two-thirds of the nation’s 

territory and is located in the eastern part of the country, at an altitude of less than 1,640 

feet above sea level [Translator’s Note:  the source text referent “msnv” may refer not to 

sea level, but rather, to the altitude above the base of the valley from which a mountain 

arises; however, a similar description for those territories references the same altitude but 

as “msnm” which means meters above sea level, see Romero, Carlos, 50 años de 

reformaagraria en lastierrasbajas deBolivia, at 

http://www.ftierra.org/ftierra1104/docstrabajo/cromero50.pdf#search=%22%22Carlos%20

Romero%22%20Bolivia%2C%20eliminaci%C3%B3n%20de%20r%C3%A9gimen%20ser

vidumbral%20para%20incorporar%20la%20fuerza%20de%20trabajo%20al%20mercado%

20laboral%3B%20el%20incremento%20de%20los%20niveles%20de%20producci%C3%

B3n%20y%20productividad%3B%20la%20redistribuci%C3%B3n%20de%20la%20pobla

ci%C3%B3n%22 ].   The analysis to which this document refers involves the Departments 

of Santa Cruz, Beni, and the north of La Paz and Pando [Translator’s Note: departments 

are state-like administrative divisions, but without the political sovereignty or 

governmental powers associated with the concept of states within the United States of 

America]. 

 
5 Translator’s Note:  “Latifundios” are very large landholdings in the Latin American 

agrarian system, capable of providing employment for over 12 people, owned by a small 

number of landlords, and comprising a large proportion of total agricultural land.  They 

can be comprised of up to 800,000 acres.  See 

http://www.culturaleconomics.atfreeweb.com/270/270%20Notes%20Ch.10%20Ag.htm.  
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increased production and productivity levels; and, redistribution of Bolivia’s 

population.
6
  However, breakup of the latifundios was, for the most part, a 

pretense, and even that pretense was limited to the country’s Andean region 

where progressive subdivision of land (e.g., when fathers passed it on to more 

than one son) had already reduced most parcel sizes to minifundios (much smaller 

subdivisions of land
7
). 

 

 In reaction to the lack of success attained by the Agrarian Reform Law of 

1953, large segments of the country’s rural population engaged in demonstrations 

and protests, leading to the passage on October 18, 1996, of Law 1715 which 

established the National Institute for Agrarian Reform (known as INRA based on 

its Spanish acronym).  The law established a procedure for quieting title to land
8
 

as a means of breaking up large tracts and redistributing them to those who had no 

land or who did not have enough land, and returning ancestral lands to indigenous 

communities.However, the expectations of the campesino and indigenous 

movements concerning land redistribution, social justice, and, access to goods and 

services necessary to enjoy economic, social and cultural rights, have again been 

greatly frustrated. 

 

 An example of the way in which the new agrarian reform law was almost 

immediately subverted involved the development plans for western Bolivia where 

a shift from traditional property usage to modern agricultural enterprises was 

contemplated.  As a result, large tracts were declared exempt from the agrarian 

reform law provisions dealing with land size and labor regimen.  This permitted 

                                                 
6 ROMERO, Carlos. Op. Cit. Page 61 [Translator’s Note: The prior reference does not exist, 

thus the footnote needs to include the original source, A possible source has been included 

in the Translator’s Note within Note 3, infra]. 

 

7
 Translator’s Note: A minifundio is a landholding in the Latin American agrarian system 

considered too small to provide adequate employment for a single family.  A minifundio 

is too small to provide the workers with levels of living much above the bare survival 

minimum. Holders of minifundios are often required to provide unpaid seasonal labor to 

latifundios and to seek outside low-paid employment to supplement their meager 

incomes.  See 

http://www.culturaleconomics.atfreeweb.com/270/270%20Notes%20Ch.10%20Ag.htm. 

 

 

8 Translator’s Note: An action to quiet title resolves ownership of real estate through a 

judicial or administrative procedure, in rem (against the world), resulting in the issuance of 

an unassailable new title. 
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development of a neo-latifundial
9
 system, concentrating economic, political and 

social power even further in elite regional power groups.  The situation was 

aggravated by the grant of tens of millions of hectares and substantial credits to a 

supposedly new agro-industrial entrepreneur.  Those credits were, in many cases, 

never repaid and had to be absorbed by the State. 

 

 Instead of accomplishing its anticipated goals, agrarian reform in that part 

of the country actually prevented campesino and indigenous communities from 

pursuing recovery of their land by failing to provide the legal procedures 

necessary to obtain recognition of their rights.  That permitted continuation of the 

indiscriminate monopolization of the indigenous communities’ ancestral lowland 

territories by cattlemen and agro-industrialists, to which such lands were re-

distributed, based on the capitalist development paradigm of intensive and 

comprehensive land use.
10

 

 

 Today, on the eve of the INRA Law’s tenth anniversary (the originally 

contemplated period for completion of the land reform initiative), it has proved an 

almost total disappointment, having attained a bare 17% of its original goals.  

Bureaucratic corruption at the National Institute for Agrarian Reform and the 

National Agrarian Tribunal has been a critical factor in the agrarian reform law’s 

failure.  Both institutions either failed to comply with or misapplied their own 

required procedures to the detriment of indigenous and campesino rights.  Rather 

than providing the marginalized segments of the population with access to land, 

the law actually legalized the monopoly enjoyed by latifundial and business 

sectors.
11

 

 

 In response to the State’s inefficiency in meeting agrarian reform goals, 

the negative consequences of neo-liberal policies, the country’s exhausting crises 

and growing marginalization, indigenous campesino families and salaried field 

laborers without land or with inadequate land founded the Bolivian Landless 

                                                 
9 Translator’s Note: The term “neo-latifundial” is meant to describe a system similar to that 

involving latifundios (large estates comprised of up to 800,000 acres). 

 

10 ALMARAZ, Alejandro (Editor). Tierras Comunitarias de Origen.  Saneamiento y 

Titulación. Guía para el patrocinio jurídico [Ancestral CommunityTerritories: Cure and 

Title; Guide for Judicial Sponsorship].Cejis-Iwgia. Santa Cruz, 2002. 

 

11 Failure of agrarian reform has been aggravated during the last 20 years by a new 

phenomenon, the illegal drug trade which evolved and flourished with the assistance and 

complicity of the dominant power groups.  As a result, land tenancy, production and 

commercialization have been distorted and violence has become endemic. 
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Movement.  Under its leadership and guidance, numerous families have 

implemented a strategy of occupying public lands and latifundios that had not 

complied with their economic and social responsibilities, lacked legal titles (either 

because of fraudulent occupancy or false titles), were not occupied by their 

purported owners or were in a state of abandonment and non-productivity.
12

 

 

 As mentioned above, during the preceding administrations, the 

implementing organs of agrarian reform were taken over by special interest 

groups who manipulated them to attain their own ends, guaranteeing the failure of 

the land re-titling initiative.  The current administration now faces two major 

challenges related to correcting that situation: developing a judicial system 

capable of implementation agrarian reform (while eliminating the anti-reform 

tendencies of the two preceding governments), and, restructuring the bureaucracy 

that has so arbitrarily dealt with the issue. 

 

 At the end of its term of office, the previous administration, in 

contravention of constitutional principles and the INRA Law, expedited a series 

of agrarian measures designed to benefit latifundism
13

, agribusiness and the 

timber industry.  Fortunately, decisive action by the indigenous campesino 

movement managed to neutralize the legal application of those measures.  But 

traditional power groups have not been inactive; demonstrations during January of 

2005 by so called “civic committees
14

”, especially in Santa Cruz, pressed 

demands for departmental
15

 autonomy.  One of their main goals is political and 

                                                 
12 We also face serious environmental problems caused by large landholders, agribusinesses 

and logging companies; problems made possible because of the State’s negligence and 

complicity.  These problems include environmental damage from inadequate land and 

natural resource practices, indiscriminate devastation of natural resources, generation of 

genetic ground erosion, and damage to rare native ecosystems, all in violation of national 

and international environmental norms. 

 

13 Translator’s Note: The term “latifundism” is meant to describe the system involving 

latifundios (large estates comprised of up to 800,000 acres). 

 

14 Civil legal entities formed by social and business organizations with the objective of 

protecting regional interests.  In eastern Bolivia, although they led the fight during the 

1950’s for exemptions for petroleum producing departments, they are now, in large part, a 

refuge for traditional power groups displaced by the social movements during October of 

2003. 

 

15 Translator’s Note: Departments are state-like administrative divisions, but without the 

political sovereignty or governmental powers associated with the concept of states within 

the United States of America. 
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agrarian institutional decentralization.  However, their proposed “autonomy”, far 

from involving a strengthening of the State’s democratic institutions, would 

modify constitutional principles dealing with possession, use and access to natural 

resources to safeguard “private property” and “foreign investments”.  In essence, 

they want to preserve the status of latifundios, as inherited from the colonial era, 

and, the surrender of natural resources (gas and petroleum) that was undertaken in 

the 1990’s in favor of international capitalism. 

 

 Despite the challenges faced during the preceding administration, many 

sectors of the Bolivian public have now placed their hopes in the new government 

which took office in January of 2006. 

 

2. Violations of Human Rights Committed Against the Landless 

Movement 

 

2.1 Denial of the Right to Land and Violation of Fundamental Human 

Rights 

 

 During August of 2004, members of the United Peoples Commune, an 

affiliate of the Bishop St. Steven Region (in the province of that name) of the 

Landless Movement of Santa Cruz, occupied the Los YaquisesLatifundio, a 

vacant latifundial property and thus, in violation of its legally mandated social and 

economic responsibilities.  The commune members proceeded to legally demand 

a declaration of title to “parcel 108” in their favor, which would have paved the 

way for an immediate endowment
16

 of public lands but on May 25, 2005, the 

commune members were illegally evicted, resulting in the loss of approximately 

500 metric tons of rice and all of their family sustenance crops.  In addition, with 

the complicity of state security agencies, the community’s houses and 

infrastructure were burned down. 

 

 On July 1, 2005, despite their eviction, the commune members’ demand 

for special endowment of title was presented to the National Institute for Agrarian 

Reform.  The demand was made pursuant to 16.686 Has.
17

, based on the quiet 

                                                 
16 Translator’s Note: “Endowment” is the legal term pursuant to which a legal title to 

property is vested under the doctrine of dower (associated almost exclusively with a 

presumptive interest in realty to a wife).  It is an equivalent to the source text term 

“dotación” and is used as a term of art in this translation for the vesting of title after the 

quiet title procedure established by the agrarian reform laws. 

 

17 Translator’s Note:  “Has.” is believed to stand for “hasta en tantoacreditehabercubiertouno 

y otras a las a lasautoridadescorrespondientes”; i.e., until the necessary forms submitted by 

all parties to the relevant bodies have been approved. 
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title actions for parcels 108 and 111.  Both of those parcels had already been 

declared clear of title, public lands, available and accessible pursuant to 

Administrative Resolution DD-S-SC Number 058, issued on June 16, 2005.On or 

about August 1, 2005, the National Director of the National Institute for Agrarian 

Reform granted the demand for special endowment of title presented by the 

ComunidadCampesinaAgroecológica Pueblos Unidos.
18

 

 

 On September 7, 2005, then President Eduardo Rodriguez and members of 

his cabinet entered into a dialogue with a number of indigenous and campesino 

organizations, including the Landless Movement.  The dialogue concluded with 

the signature of a memorandum of understanding which included the demand for 

special endowment of title presented by the ComunidadCampesinaAgroecológica 

Pueblos Unidos, along with other points demanded by the participating 

organizations.  After several delays in transmission, the National Institute for 

Agrarian Reform sent the file to the Departmental Agrarian Commission in Santa 

Cruz for its consideration.  That non-governmental, professional organization had 

no jurisdiction over the matter and was controlled by the department’s 

prefecture
19

, which was in turn controlled by the business sector.
20

  Not 

surprisingly, on November 15, 2005, that commission rejected the endowment on 

grounds that were both illegal and unconstitutional.  As a result, the petitioning 

families were left in the precarious position of having nowhere where they could 

live in dignity. 

 

 The government’s response to those situations ignored the fundamental 

human rights of families impacted by evictions.  Instead, the government 

proposed the total elimination of the Landless Movement as a social organization.  

                                                 
18 The ComunidadCampesinaAgroecológica Pueblos Unidos [Agricultural and Ecological 

(agri-ecological) Campesino Community of United Peoples] is a recognized legal entity 

with legal personality and standing to act in its own behalf, such status having been 

obtained from the municipal government of San Pedro, pursuant to Municipal Ordinance 

Number 035/2005, issued on July 29, 2005. 

 

19 Translator’s Note: The term prefecture (from the Latin Praefectura) indicates the office, 

seat, or territorial circonscription of a Prefect.  It is applied in English in relation to actual 

Prefects, whose title is just that (or the forms it takes in other, especially Romance, 

languages).  See www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prefecture.  In France, for example, a 

préfecture is the government office for various matters from getting a residence permit to 

car tax. One can be found in every city and sizeable town.  See www.france-property-and-

information.com/definitions.htm.  

 

20 That commission is currently headed by the former legal counsel to the Civic Committee 

of Santa Cruz, (also an organization allied to traditional power groups). 
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That goal was pursued through judicial persecution of the Landless Movement’s 

leaders and denial of its standing to represent the community.Criminalization of 

the movement was accomplished through rendering of penal judgments against 

those of its leaders who had been present during evictions or who participated in 

the movement’s defense.  In the process, the Landless Movement was denied its 

procedural guarantees, and its rights to due process, personal liberty and to a fair 

defense.A number of evictions have been orchestrated and several criminal 

complaints have been filed against leaders of the Landless Movement of Santa 

Cruz, its St. Stephen Regional branch and members of the United Peoples 

Commune.  Characteristically, timely notice of such actions has not been 

provided. 

 

 Actions against United Peoples Commune Members 

 

 In the previously mentioned occupation of the Los YaquisesLatifundio by 

members of the United Peoples Commune, several persons had been detained by 

commune members in conjunction with the attack on them and the burning of 

their harvest.  The authorities were contacted and commune members waited for 

them to take control of the detained attackers.  Instead, the government prosecutor 

ordered that the “ringleaders” of the Landless Movement (as he referred to us), be 

found and arrested. 

 

 During the eviction of members of the United Peoples Commune from the 

Los YaquisesLatifundio on May 25, 2005, the government prosecutor, Mario 

Gutierrez, illegally arrested commune member Luis Alberto Aguilera Salvatierra.  

The arrest was evidently ordered solely because he had been wearing the coat of a 

person missing since the community confrontations that occurred from May 7 

through May 9, 2005.  Mr. Aguilera, then only 18 years old, was sent to the public 

prison in Palmasola de Santa Cruz and pressured to testify against himself and 

against his leaders.  Without permitting him to consult his defense attorney, the 

prosecutor forced him to sign a confession under duress (which including pressure 

from the media).  Several days after the arrest, the public was advised that Luis 

Alberto Aguilera had confessed; however, the next day, Gutierrez, the 

government prosecutor who had originally vouched for the confession, had to 

annul it as the public had become aware that it had been obtained as a result of 

torture
21

 and that the purported confessor was illiterate and thus could never have 

understood or written it. 

 

                                                 
21 He was hung by his feet with a cord and his head was covered with a nylon bag soaked in 

insecticide, then repeatedly beaten and threatened with death unless he confessed.  During 

the following days, he was harassed through varying means of intimidation by groups of 

prisoners until, on that basis, he was forced to confess. 
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 Several days later, PoncianoSulkaChunqui, a 51 year old former national 

director of the Landless Movement and a member of the United Peoples 

Commune, was arrested at his home on the basis that he had been a leader when 

the community was founded.  He was found guilty of participating in the defense 

of the United Peoples Commune during the period from May 7 through May 9, 

2005, based on false testimony, and was held in preventive detention for more 

than six months despite the fact that he required continuous medical attention for 

a urinary infection caused by bladder cancer, treatment he was never provided.  

As it turned out, not only was Mr. Sulka not involved in the confrontations that 

occurred during those days, but his subsequent conduct made it clear that his 

preventive detention was unjustified (he neither attempted to flee, broke the law 

nor altered or contaminated evidence, all assumptions on which his preventive 

detention was based). 

 

 Ignacio Velarde, also a member of the United Peoples Commune,was 

arrested by prosecutor Gutierrez under similar circumstances.  He remains under 

arrest despite the prosecutor’s failure to produce any incriminating evidence. 

 

 In clear violation of the principle of presumed innocence, those arrested 

have been advised that they will not be released unless they can prove that they 

will not escape, commit any new crimes, or disturb or impede the investigation.  

They must also provide documentation proving their identity, a prerequisite to 

being permitted to provide the evidence described above (but evidently not an 

impediment to their arrest). 

 

 Inexplicably, the investigation into the United Peoples Commune 

confrontations initiated by the prosecutor has been practically inactive since the 

arrests described.  No judicial proceedings have taken place other than those 

directed on an ex parte basis against the commune (e.g., the community’s 

eviction, the arrests and the confiscation of the commune’s harvest).  That leads to 

the conclusion that the judicial authorities’ never really intended to investigate the 

incidents or to provide relief for the evicted families, but rather, the whole matter 

was orchestrated to remove the Landless Movement from the social agrarian 

scene. 
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 The Case of Silvestre Saisari Cruz 

 

 The case of Silvestre Saisari Cruz, the president of the Landless 

Movement of Santa Cruz, is also paradoxical.  Mr. Saisari was viciously attacked 

in the center of Santa Cruz.  When the authorities arrived, instead of seeing to his 

welfare and pursuing his attackers, they seized Mr. Saisari and immediately 

delivered him to the Santa Cruz Sentencing Court, Second Panel
22

, where he was 

presented with a complaint previously lodged against him. 

 

 Mr. Saisari had never been provided with notice of the action and 

consequently, had never provided a defense to its allegations.  The action was 

apparently initiated during mid2004, but from May 9, 2005 to date, the purported 

complainants have not presented any evidence or initiated any judicial hearings.  

Mr. Saisari, on the other hand, has complied with all requirements of the 

complaint, as imposed by the court, and has punctually attended the designated 

court for more than six months, demonstrating in that manner that it had never 

been his intention to flee or to evade justice. 

 

 Practically no progress has been made into the investigation of the battery 

committed on Mr. Saisari, which is being prosecuted by Mr. Saisari and his 

attorneys without any participation by the government prosecutor.  In Bolivia, the 

judiciary is controlled by traditional power blocs who have seen to it that their 

agents are treated with impunity.  Consequently, it is probable that crime will go 

unpunished. 

 

2.2 Massacre at Pananty and Continuing Violations of the Human 

Rights of the Landless Movement in the Bolivian Chaco 

 

 At approximately 9 a.m. on October 25, 2001, an armed group dressed in 

army uniforms (but in actuality, hired by real estate investors) attacked the 

Pananty Estate, a latifundio previously occupied by members of the Landless 

Movement.  The invaders, using live ammunition, evicted the occupying group, 

including women and children.  Uniformed members of the Bolivian army and 

police then moved in, assuming custody and control of the area in order to “avoid 

further confrontations”.  During the time that Bolivian armed forces remained in 

the area, the community was constantly harassed and psychologically pressured 

by TeofiloUrzagaste (a known assassin) and his friends, while government forces 

looked on impassively. 

                                                 
22 Translator’s Note: The translation for the official court title is an approximation as the 

source document data was insufficient for an absolute translation.  While “Sentencing 

Court” has a high probability of accuracy, “Second Panel” might be Second Circuit” or 

“Second – something else (e.g., division, department, etc.”). 
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 On November 5, 2001, Angel Duran, then president of the Landless 

Movement of Yacuiba, informed the national government of the situation at the 

Pananty Estate.  At that time, Mr. Duran was involved in promotion of a national 

dialogue on land related issues and had negotiated a memorandum of 

understanding for social peace with the government. 

 

 The next day, November 6, 2001, a National Institute for Agrarian Reform 

commission started work on a survey seeking to identify 80 arable hectares on the 

Pananty Estate to be turned over to campesino and indigenous families without 

land.  However, in a clear demonstration of bad faith, they sought to include 

housing sites and sterile, non-arable areas among the hectares selected.  The 

community rejected the results.  On the same date, the purported owners of the 

Pananty Estate presented themselves at Yacuiba’s sub-prefecture, in violation of 

their prior agreements.  The police, acting in complicity with them, illegally 

arrested Lidio Julian, the leader of the Landless Movement of Gran Chaco. 

 

 On November 7, 2001, thanks to the intervention of the Landless 

Movement’s commission in La Paz, Mr. Julian was released.    On Friday, 

November 9, 2001, at 5:30 in the morning, a group of approximately 30 armed 

men, in the complicit absence of the police and army, massacred and wounded 

members of the community occupying the Pananty Estate.  Despite being at the 

scene, law enforcement forces did not capture those responsible for the crimes.  In 

fact, the sub-prefecture declined to provide any assistance.  Hours later, with the 

assistance of the Interior Ministry
23

, the wounded were removed.  However, some 

died due to lack of timely medical assistance. 

 

 The prosecutor, Gaston Mostajo, prevented attorney Cesar Blanco from 

serving as defense counsel for the victims in the subsequent criminal proceedings, 

violating such professional’s right to work and denying the Landless Movement 

members involved the right to a legal defense and due process.  During the 

subsequent criminal investigation, two of the community members who had been 

denied access to Mr. Blanco were accused of the crime of “homicide in an affray” 

and forced to testify against themselves under threats of long prison terms and 

possible actions against their families.  Under the circumstances and without 

access to counsel, they had no choice but to accept the short, symbolic prison 

terms offered. 

 

                                                 
23 Translator’s Note:  The source term is “Ministeriode Gobierno”.  In Ecuador, the full title 

is Ministeriode Gobierno y Policia, and it it corresponds to an interior ministry with police 

functions.  See http://www.gksoft.com/govt/en/bo.html.  
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 Currently, leaders involved in the Pananty Estate occupation, such as Lido 

Julian, whose rights to due process have been violated, find themselves accused as 

criminals.  The criminal proceedings currently in process are being prosecuted in 

violation of constitutional rights and guarantees.  The truly guilty have not been 

punished and the campesinos of the Landless Movement, unjustly accused of the 

acts described, have been denied a fair and impartial process. 

 

 Today, more than four years after the Pananty tragedy, the evicted families 

have no access to dignified housing, public services or adequate means of support.  

In fact, at the end of 2004, one of the women widowed by the Pananty Estate 

assailants was forced to give up her small children because she lacked the means 

to support them. 

 

3. Towards an Integral and Participatory Agrarian Reform 

 

3.1 What Do We Mean by an Integral and Participatory Agrarian 

Reform? 

 

� Immediate equitable distribution of land suitable for production and 

sustainable management of natural resources. 

�  

Guarantees to collective property rights, with collective titles for human 

settlement plans. 

 

Participation in the use and enjoyment of the land and natural resources. 

 

 

Strengthening of the family economy and food sovereignty through creation of 

community production units and by varyingfood sources, providing added value 

to organic production. 

 

Access to economic resources through credits and subsidies for food security, 

community production and agricultural ecology. 

 

Access to and transfer of productive and clean technologies, with direct technical 

assistance from the State, supplementing human settlement plans. 

 

Opening local, departmental, national and international markets, under the 

protection of the Bolivian state. 

 

Direct state participation in integral human development through policies and 

programs for social, public and alternative education, in accord with our 

aspirations for well being and quality of life. 
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Participation by the campesino and indigenous sectors in positions involved in 

agrarian policy making and agrarian social control. 

 

3.2 Challenges and Government Actions for Attainment of Real Agrarian 

Reform 

 

 Reversion and Recovery 

 

Mandatory expropriation without indemnification of uncultivated lands, 

latifundios and illegally monopolized lands, through direct intervention of the 

State and the national agrarian reform service. 

 

Combined intervention by the State and the organizations demanding agrarian 

reform, in unproductive latifundios and in local social group
24

 or builder’s 

merchant forestry concessions that fail to comply with their management plans or 

fail to pay their fees or taxes. 

 

 By application of social control through creation of field verification 

commissions comprised of societal and governmental representatives to identify 

the economic social function. 

 

 Immediate Distribution of Land, Territory and Natural Resources 

 

  Managed in an expedited manner: 

 

 The endowment of land to new settlements should be led by the State in an 

expedited manner, as a national priority. 

 

Participation by families from different regions of the country in the endowment 

benefit on any land within the country's territory without regard to their place of 

origin. 

 

Without discrimination as to identity, taking into account the removal of 

bureaucratic obstacles to granting endowments to landless campesino and 

indigenous families. 

 

  In a collective or communal manner: 

 

                                                 
24 Translator’s Note: “ASL’s” referenced in the source text.  The Forestry Law refers to these 

community concessions as ASL concessions. ASL stands for AgrupacionesSocialesdel 

Lugar, loosely translated to Local Social Groups. See 

http://ejournal.nbii.org/archives/vol2iss1/0507-010.andersson.html.  
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 The endowments, whether for agricultural or forestry use, should be 

granted to landless indigenous and campesino families in a collective manner, 

with a title issued to each community in the name of all the families that claim it. 

 

Through collective endowment, land trafficking will be eliminated and devolution 

through subdivision to surcofundios
25

 and minifundios prevented. 

 

The judicial security
26

 of the communal property as well as its legal standing, 

organizational capacity, solidarity, reciprocity and complementarity
27

, will be 

guaranteed 

 

� Strengthening of community development, equitable sharing of natural 

resources and protection of economic, social and cultural rights will be 

guaranteed. 

 

No new latifundios may be created within territories occupied by settlements or 

communities. 

 

 Equitable, integral and participatory 

 

 The endowments will be equitable, integral and participatory, without 

regard to race, culture, language, gender, skin color or political ideology or belief. 

 

Equitable participation in the tenancy or access to property rights for men and 

women on a collective basis. 

                                                 
25 Translator’s Note: The source text term “surcofundio”, in Bolivia, refers to the end result 

of extreme subdivision of real estate, and involves a parcel barely adequate for a few 

furrows of plantings. SeeUrioste, Miguel, Rossana Barragán, Paulino Guarachi.  Tenencia, 

Acceso y Uso De la Tierra En el Altiplano de Bolivia: Informe Narrativo Final.  

International Development Research Centre.November 3, 2005, at page 7 of 

65.http://idrinfo.idrc.ca/archive/corpdocs/121687/b-Informe-Narrativo-

Final.pdf#search=%22surcufundio%22. 

 

26 Translator’s Note: “Seguridadjurídica” is translated as “judicial security” but it involves 

substantially more than that term implies.  It is the state’s guarantee to every entity within 

its jurisdiction, regardless of its nationality or whether it is human or artificial (e.g., a 

corporation), that law will be applied, and that it will be applied in a fundamentally fair and 

consistent manner.  For a brief description of this right in Spanish, see 

http://www.mundonotarial.com.mx/Notario/Glosario_5.htm. 

 

27 Translator’s Note:  Complementarity refers to actions that are complementary to one 

another. 
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The State and landless campesino and indigenous families will work in an integral 

and participatory manner on plans for human settlements, under the direction of 

the national agrarian reform service. 

 

Recognition of the principles of the ILO's Convention 169
28

 which requires 

respect for the communal and collective organizations of men and women from 

landless campesino and indigenous families. 

 

 Shared Social Control 

 

 Control will be vested in the State and in the organizations of landless 

campesinos and indigenous people, serving as public defenders and human rights 

activists. 

 

� The State will act through the National Statistics Institute, property rights 

and the INRA, the national agrarian reform service. 

 

� The organizations will act through their perseverance and their collective 

control over those within their organizationswho have lodged legal 

complainants. 

 

3.3 Alternative and Collective Rural Development 

 

 One of the principal reasons for the failure of agrarian reform in Latin 

America during Bolivia’s 50 year agrarian reform campaign involves the failure 

to properly plan or apply rural economic development policies dealing with basic 

requirements for community development, within human settlement plans.  

Because of this, it is important to consider other options for communal, alternative 

and collective development. 

 

 Communal social economy: 

 

 A productive way to equitably allocate services and responsibilities, by 

using community production units as the basis for generating economic resources 

to strengthen the family economy and family sustenance. 

 

The Associated Popular Ecologic Productive Units (UPEPA [based on its Spanish 

acronym]) are responsible for safeguarding community production and internal 

                                                 
28 Translator’s Note:  The International Labor Organization of the United Nations, 

Convention (No. 169) concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries, 

see http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/62.htm. 
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consumption.  Ecological production, manufacturing, and conservation of natural 

native foods are encouraged through UPEPAs. 

 

 

 

The Communal Economic Production Cooperative (CEPC [based on its Spanish 

acronym]) is the entity responsible for obtaining credits for productive 

technological projects and for the transfer of technology and methodology for 

improved ecologically compatible agricultural production. 

 

The CEPC is responsible for storage and sale of excess production through access 

to marketing research. 

 

The CEPC is recognized as a technical branch of UPEPAS’ productive units, 

responsible for providing technical assistance to improve production by family 

enterprises. 

 

3.4 Campesino and Indigenous Participation in Definition and 

Implementation of Agrarian Reform in Bolivia 

 

 In order to assure that reforms are democratic, a national agrarian system 

with adequate mechanisms for public participation must be established: 

 

In defining a public agrarian policy; 

 

In directing and making decisions concerning implementation of agrarian policy; 

and 

 

In citizen social control. 

 

 In order to assure the effectiveness of the policy and the national agrarian 

system’s operational transparency, the State must establish important positions, 

such as: 

 

An agrarian advocate general, to control and oversee the public bureaucracy in 

charge of the sector; and 

 

An agrarian public defender, to protect the economic, social and cultural rights of 

the rural (indigenous and campesino) population. 

 

 

Thank you very much. 
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